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a b s t r a c t

Purpose: Microplanar X-ray beams (microbeams) originated by synchrotron sources have been delivered
to the visual brain cortex regions in rodents to create microscopically narrow lesions. The effects of
microbeams mimic those generated by microsurgical subpial transections (also known as multiple
subpial transections) but are obtained in a low-invasive way.
Methods: Image-guided atlas-based microbeam cortical transections have been generated on seven 1
month-old Wistar rats. An array of 10 parallel beams of 25 microns in thickness and spaced of 200
micron center-to-center was centered on the visual cortex and deposited an incident dose of 600 Gy.
Results: The procedure was well tolerated by rats. After recovery, rats showed regular behavior, no sign
of gross visual impairment and regular weight gain. After 3 months, rats were sacrificed and brains
histologically examined. Cortical transections resembling those obtained through a surgical incision were
found over the irradiated region. Remarkable sparing of the cortical columns adjacent to the transections
was observed. No sign of radionecrosis was evident at least at this time point.
Conclusions: The visual brain cortex transected by synchrotron-generated microbeams showed an
incision-like path of neuronal loss while adjacent non irradiated columns remained intact. These pre-
liminary findings, to be further investigated also using other techniques, suggest that microbeam radi-
osurgery can affect the cortex at a cellular level providing a potential novel and attractive tool to study
cortical function.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Associazione Italiana di Fisica Medica. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Synchrotron-generated X-ray microplanar beams (microbeams)
are emerging as a novel tool to generate focal brain lesions in a low-
invasive way [1].

The minimal beam divergence of synchrotron x-rays allows the
delivery of extremely high doses of radiation to the cells along the
penetration path with minimal dose dispersion over the adjacent
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cells. Fall-out is extremely brisk: the doses received by the cells
adjacent to a microbeam path are reduced by two orders of mag-
nitudes within few dozen or hundreds of microns depending on the
microbeam size [2]. This extremely selective spatial delivery allows
to irradiate microscopic slices of tissue with doses in the range of
several hundreds of Grays, generating a quasi-surgical cuts sized
from 25 to 600 microns. We have observed that microbeam arrays
delivered to the cortex generate cortical transections show histo-
logical effects similar to transections used in epilepsy surgery
(multiple subpial transections, MST) [3,4], although transections
are not limited to the visual cortex but extends to the hippocampus
and basal cortex.

The placement of a surgical incision tangential to the cortex
aims at disconnecting adjacent cortical columns by cutting the
horizontal axons subserving seizure spreadingwhile preserving the
vertical axons directed to the basal ganglia and the spinal cord.
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We explored here the histological effects of microbeam cortical
transections generated by X-ray beams of microscopic thickness
and spacing and performed over the visual cortex. This brain region
cannot be approached by conventional surgical means, thus ban-
ning the treatment of medically-refractory seizure foci here located.
More in general, the ability to generate focal lesions or microscopic
transections over eloquent and non-eloquent cortex in experi-
mental animals is of great interest for the development of new
experimental models in neurobiology; additionally, this technique
also opens new treatment avenues for a variety of neuropsychiatric
disorders originating from focal brain dysfunction.

Methods

Animals

MaleWistar rats (250e275 g)werepurchased fromCharles River
Laboratories (L'Asbresle, France). Rats were kept under environ-
mentally controlled conditions (ambient temperature ¼ 22 �C,
humidity ¼ 40%) on a 12-h light/dark cycle with food and water ad
libitum.

All operative procedures related to animal care strictly con-
formed to the guidelines of the French Government under licenses
380324 and A3818510002.

Irradiation source

Synchrotron-generated X-ray beams are tangentially emitted by
relativistic electron bunches circulating in the storage ring of a
synchrotron radiation facility. The experiments were carried out at
the ID17 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF, Grenoble, France). The X-ray source is a wiggler (a magnetic
structure of alternating poles positioned on a straight section of the
storage ring, consisting of a sequence of 21 poles, with a period of
150 mm) producing a wide spectrum of photons with an energy
range up to several hundreds of kilo-electronvolts (keV). The X-ray
beam is quasi-parallel (horizontal divergence �1 mrad, vertical
divergence �0.02 mrad) and possesses a quasi laminar shape
(maximum beam size at the sample position: ~40 mm � 1 mm,
horizontal x vertical).

After filtering with a sequence of beryllium (0.5 mm), carbon
(1.5 mm), aluminum (1.5 mm) and copper (1.0 mm), the poly-
chromatic radiation spectrum entering the treatment room has a
mean energy of approximately 100 keV when a magnetic field of
1.6T is applied to the wiggler, as in this case [2]. The beam is
spatially fractionated into an array of rectangular microbeams of
variable size (25e100 microns) by means of a multislit collimator
[5]. The extremely X-ray fluence produced by the wiggler de-
termines an entrance dose rate of around 16,000 Gy/s [6], allowing
the deposition in a fraction of second of doses of hundreds of Grays
along the microscopic planes.

Irradiation geometry

An array of 10 parallel microbeams depositing an incident dose
of 600 Gy was placed over the visual cortex (V2ML, V2L) [7]. The
nominal microbeam size as created by the collimator was 25 ± 3 mm
and the center-to-center spacing was 200 ± 1 mm at the collimator
position. Due to the beam divergence, at the sample position the
beam size was increased to an average value of 26.3 mm and the
center-to-center to 211 mm, providing a nominal mediolateral
coverage of the irradiated cortex of 1.924 ± 0.002 mm. The first
beam was placed on the right hemisphere, centered 3.0 ± 0.2 mm
lateral to the midline. The microbeam length in the anteroposterior
(AP) direction was equal to 1 mm, and was positioned starting at
4.8 mm and ending 5.8 mm behind the bregma. Figure 1 illustrates
a simulation of the beam array placement.

Image-guided beam delivery

Rats were placed vertically and fixed by ear bars and teeth on a
home-made plexiglas stereotactic frame and placed on a Kappa-
type goniometer (Huber, Germany), by which the rat could be
translated and rotated in front to the fixed horizontal X-ray beam
[6].

To guide irradiations, low dose high resolution radiographs
were acquired by vertically scanning the sample in front of the
attenuated polychromatic X-ray beam (wigglermagnetic field set at
B ¼ 0.32 T) and by recording images using a 2048 x 2048 pixel
Frelon camera [8], placed about 5 m downstream the sample. Ra-
diographs allowed identifying the bregma and therefore to center
microbeams on the desired target (see Fig. 2).

For irradiations, the beam height was defined by a 520 mmwide
tungsten slit, placed at 1 m upstream the animal. The dose was
delivered by vertically moving the Kappa goniometer, at a speed
inversely proportional to the dose to be delivered. Each irradiation
lasted less than 1 s. The vertical irradiation field was determined by
the opening-closing of fast shutters, located 7 m upstream the rats
and synchronized with the movement of the kappa goniometer. All
movements were remotely controlled and irradiation values were
preset by the operator before the treatment. The animal immobility
during exposure was checked on 3 high resolution cameras located
in the control hutch. The incoming spatially non-fractionated dose
was measured using an ionization chamber and the mid-valley
doses were calculated by Monte Carlo simulations.

Dose profile

The dose profile into the target consists of an alternation of
peaks and valleys, i.e., of high doses along the microbeam path and
low doses in the spaces between them. The reference valley dose is
normally assumed as the minimum dose in between two micro-
beams. The valley dose must not exceed the maximum dose
tolerated by the normal tissues traversed by the radiation; its value
depends on several parameters including the photon energy,
number of microbeams, microbeam width and height, the center-
to-center distance, as well as the depth, shape, and composition
of tissues proximal to, within, and distal to the target. The dose
deposited by the microbeams (600 Gy) refers to the peak entrance
dose measured at 3 mm in depth; it is constantly decreasing in the
target with a half value layer of ~4.5 cm in water. The Monte Carlo
calculated valley doses [9] are as lowas 4.4 Gy at 3mmdepthwith a
kind of build up reaching 5.3 Gy at 1 cm in depth. Figure 3 shows on
a logarithmic scale the two different profiles for the peak and the
valley dose in the target.

Behavioral observation

Behavioral observationwas performed with the rats inside their
transparent plexiglas cage. Motor activity, exploratory activity, fur
conditions and access to food and water were monitored for a
period of 10 min every 7 days for three months following irradia-
tion. Weight gain was also assessed weekly.

Histology

Rats were randomly chosen and killed by a Dolethal® overdose.
Fifteen micron thin coronal brain sections were cut at �22 �C on a
cryostat (Microm HM560, France); in order to mark neurons and
glia, slices were stained for 8 min with thionin (Nissl staining) and



Figure 1. Simulation of the placement of the microbeam array composed of 10 microbeams, each 25 mm wide and center-to-center spaced of 211 mm. Coordinates of irradiation:
Antero posterior: from �4.8 to �5.8 from the bregma; lateral (right hemisphere): from 3.0 to 4.9 mm.
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then dehydrated in alcohol series, cleared in toluene, and cover-
slipped with Pertex (Medite, Burgdorf, Germany).

Results

Weight and behavioral follow-up

Animals showed regular behavior with no signs of irritability,
apathy, fur alterations or gross visual impairment. Exploratory ac-
tivity was regular as compared with control animals. Weekly
assessment of body weight did not show any difference vs. control
animals (not shown).

Histology

Nissl staining performed 3 months after the irradiation was
remarkable for the absence of visible radionecrosis at this time
point, although it can develop to later times up to 1 year, over the
irradiated visual cortex, despite the extremely high radiation doses
delivered. We observed a normal architecture of irradiated brain
regions, with a regular and well preserved distribution of cells
within the primary visual cortex and all other regions between the
microbeam paths. Cells were absent just along the irradiation path
in the visual cortex (Fig. 4) and all other brain regions traversed by
the microbeams (Fig. 1). This pattern of stripes (absence of cells
along the microbeam path alternating with well preserved neurons
outside and in between the paths) was consistently observed
(Fig. 4). The lack of cells was not limited to the visual cortex but
extended to the entire brain regions crossed bymicrobeams such as
the hippocampal region and the basal the basal cortex (see Fig.1). In
essence, the treatment generated microscopic incisions along the
visual cortex sparing entirely the cortical columns adjacent to the
microbeam paths.

Discussion

The sparing effect of synchrotron-generated microbeams has
been extensively studied in the past years on different types of
animal models (mice, rats, piglets) (see for instance [10e12]) on
chorioallontoic membrane [13] and in-ovo [14] both at the ESRF
(Grenoble, France) and at the BNL (Brookhaven, Upton, NY) aiming
at verifying the safe use of high doses of microbeams to potentially
treat aggressive brain tumors. More recently, microbeams carrying
doses of several hundreds of Grays provided a novel minimally
invasive tool to transect the cortex: the equivalent of a surgical
incision is generated across the cortex while the adjacent tissue
retains its normal histological architecture [1].

Microbeam cortical transections are a highly innovative
method to study basic cortical functions but can also be used to
treat epileptogenic cortex. The smallest beam size produced by
currently available stereotactic radiosurgery devices is about 5 mm
[15]. A modern synchrotron source can instead deliver highly
intense X-ray microbeam arrays of microscopic thickness down to
25 mm.



Figure 2. X-ray radiograph of the rat before microbeam irradiation to identify the
position of the bregma (dark circle).

Figure 4. Nissl staining of the visual cortex of a representative rat irradiated with
microbeams. Note the typical pattern of alternating stripes (absence of cells along the
microbeam path alternating with well preserved cell distribution outside and between
the paths).
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The subsecond delivery of high dose of synchrotron radiation X-
rays (dose rates about six times larger than those available with
conventional sources) to microscopic slices of tissue generates cell
death only along the path of penetration and in the near vicinities,
leaving intact the adjacent cells [14], [16e18]. Doses up to 4000 Gy
can be delivered through microscopic beams sized 25e60 mmwith
no histological evidence of widespread radionecrosis outside the
penetration path. This exceptional resistance of the normal tissue to
high doses is usually indicated with “tissue sparing effect”.

The immunohistochemical studies reported previously [1, 10,
19], show that the neurons hit by the microbeam along its pene-
tration path die almost immediately while the adjacent cells
outside the high dose volume remain viable. Progressively lower
doses (but still much higher than conventional radiosurgical or
radiotherapeutic doses) are required to avoid tissue damage if
ticker beams (100e600 mm) are used. Submillimetric beams (sized
Figure 3. The Monte Carlo calculated peak and valley dose profiles at different depths
in the target.
0.6e0.7 mm) appear to retain the tissue sparing effect allowing the
delivery of incident doses of 400 Gy to the spinal cord of rats
without inducing neurological damage [11]. Irradiation of rat spinal
cord with four parallel 0.68 mm thick microbeams at 400 Gy in-
depth beam dose did not induce paralysis after 7 months in three
out of four rats [20]. This study showed not only that a highly
radiosensitive structure such as the spinal cord can receive high
dose irradiation through a microbeam array without neurologic
sequelae but also that a beam width up to 0.68 mm is well toler-
ated, substantially maintaining the tissue sparing properties of
thinner beams.

The ability of microbeam arrays to avoid radionecrosis and to
preserve the architecture of the irradiated tissue is mainly attrib-
uted to the rapid regeneration of normal microvessels. Only a short
segment of the microvascular bed receives ablating doses while the
adjacent endothelial cells fall into the valley dose region receiving
just a few Grays and can restore quickly the continuity of vascular
supply [13]. The wide spatial interface between the unhindered
tissue placed in the valleys and the tissue irradiated with peak
doses within themicrobeam paths facilitates awidespread vascular
recolonization of the tissue receiving necrotic doses preventing the
dissolution of the architecture of the irradiated tissues [21]. The
self-repair of the normalmicrovasculature through themigration of
unaffected cells surrounding the paths of microbeam penetration is
considered by most as the basis for this ability of normal tissue to
tolerate high dose microbeam irradiation [19].

After having studied the effects of microbeam transections over
sensorimotor cortex [1, 22], we analyze here the histological effects
of microbeam transections performed over the visual cortex in a
group of 7 healthy rats. This experiment confirmed the remarkable
ability of synchrotron-generated microbeams to ablate slices of
tissue while sparing the adjacent cells. The ability to generate in a
non- or low-invasive way the equivalent of microsurgical cortical
transections provides a new and attractive tool to modulate cortical
function in healthy and epileptic brain. The horizontal fibers con-
necting nearby and distant cortical columns are an essential
pathway for the spreading of seizures [1]. The severing of these
connections leads to a parcellization and disconnection of the
epileptic focus with consequent seizure control while the functions
carried by the vertical axons are spared [1]. Aside from the tight
dosimetry, the low energy of monochromatic beams makes them
well suited to treat superficial targets such us the cortex. Micro-
beam transections, either placed over neocortical seizure foci or
through the hippocampus, could prove to be an excellent tool to be
added to the current radiosurgical techniques used to control
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seizures. A series of experiments are currently planned at ESRF
aiming at the development of an experimental model of micro-
beam cortical transections in epileptic rats and verify the ability of
microbeam cortical transection to control seizures without damage
to the eloquent cortex irradiated.

Conclusions

The irradiation of normal brain with microbeam arrays is char-
acterized by a distinct tissue-sparing effect. Peak doses between
300 and 600 Gy delivered through microscopic beams are well
tolerated by the CNS with no histological evidence of widespread
brain damage. These preliminary findings obtained in the micro-
beam irradiated visual cortex of rats, associated to previous pub-
lished results on the tissue sparing effect of microbeams may
suggest the use of microbeam arrays to induce transections along
cortex and other brain regions aiming at modulating cortical
function through the selective cutting of horizontal axons con-
necting adjacent columns. Both sensorimotor cortex and visual
cortex tolerate well the placement of synchrotron-generated tran-
sections. These microradiosurgical transections offer an attractive
low-invasive tool to study the basic functions of the cortex and to
treat epileptic foci located in eloquent and non-eloquent cortex.
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